
WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT IN SINGPAORE

The best solution for challenges in warehouse management of today and tomorrow -Tigernix Warehouse Management
system (WMS). Call us to get your free.

Contact US. The Skills Project module is facilitated through class sessions and conducted in phases where
students are guided to work on an approved project until completion. All rights reserved. The airport occupies
1, hectares of land, including two 4km runways, 4 passenger terminals with an annual handling capacity of 85
million passengers and an air freight centre consisting of 7 cargo terminals. We are a base for these firms to
anchor major logistics and supply chain operations, specialised capabilities, and conduct innovation activities
to provide new supply chain solutions. You will always have your latest Inventory Valuation as well as
Balance Sheet. Each variant can have its own quantity as well as barcode. What you see is what you get. If
you do not see a picture, you may not know what you are buying. Our specialised logistics capabilities serve
diverse industries from 3PLs to chemicals and oil firms. Various aspects on warehouse operations such as
inventory tracking, order processing and goods return can be benefited owing to the improvement of
information accuracy, operation efficiency and costs reduction. WMS improves picking accuracy, so orders
are correct the first time. Combined with other systems such as CRM , cloud ERP and more, you can
streamline every aspect of your company, maximise profits and set yourself up with a greater chance of
success. Those who do not meet the criteria but have at least 3 years of work experience can be considered on
a case-by-case basis subject to review by the Academic Board. With our help, you can equip your business for
growth, enjoying benefits from decreased turnaround time for customer invoicing and receipt of payment to
improved visibility of orders and inventory in real-time. Track and trace the movement of all your inventory
and find out who was the one who moved it. Some business would have to stop activities for a few days just to
take stocks. The EWP module covers key topics on warehouse practices, supervising a warehouse, and future
warehouse trends. When you do your normal stock taking, accounting entries are automatically done for you.
A user-friendly and simple solution, TigernixWMS goes beyond to offer you a highly customizable and
fulfilling service. Barcode Management If you deal with reputable products, they would usually come with a
registered barcode. One-seventh of the world's container transhipment throughput is handled by Singapore â€”
the most for any hub on the planet. All movement in our system uses double entries. Stock taking can be a
progressive task to be done based on your company policies. Admission Criteria An applicant must be at least
21 years old, and have at least 1 year of relevant work experience. This will be very useful for industry that
sells products that goes by code names. Product Management Our Inventory system has a great product
management user interface where it allows you to pre-set many details relating to the products. The course is
intensive and requires students to attend class sessions once a week.


